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come to life, but indeed it is perhaps too much to expect that it would under this clinical treat
ment. It has been competently and carefully compiled and will be an indispensable
companion to future climbers on these exacting sea-cliffs.

Climbs in the South-West I Wye Valley (Wintour's Leap/Symonds Vat West Cliffs), John
Wilson and David Hope, pp 128; 2 Cheddar (Cheddar Gorge/Brean Down), Richard
Broomhead, pp 96 (Cordee, Leicester, 1977, photographs, plans etc, £2.75) Here we have a
new guide-book format the size of a paperback; the paperback structure should ensure fairly
rapid disintegration in use. The texts are immaculately detailed, but there is not much for the
beginner. Since almost all climbs are in the higher categories we must conclude that the easier
routes of yesteryear are now looked upon as easy ways down.

We have had occasion before to remark on the variety of names given to rock-climbs.
There is a wide selection here, among them some which are in decidedly bad taste. Even if the
leaders of new routes lack proper responsibility in this matter, discrimination has to be
exercised on their behalf by route recorders. Otherwise it will look as though we all approve.

Equipment and Technique
T. M. Connor

1977

The past year has seen the entry of a number of interesting new products into the equipment
market and also the continued adoption of new materials in their construction. Unfortun
ately, it is also true that the trend to rising prices is still with us, as it is in virtually every other
retail market. Although we are currently being assured that inflation is being got under
control, this is certainly not obvious so far as climbing equipment is concerned where often
large increases are the norm-a horrirying example is quoted in Climber and Rambler (June
1977,60) of Ventile garments increasing in price from £30 plus to £50 plus in one leap.

This magazine has a regular feature on equipment written by Tom Waghorn which
frequently gives detailed appraisals of new items which have appeared on the market. In addi
tion, there was an interesting article on the Japanese scene by Paul Howcroft in the February
issue (p 30. Climbing and hill walking are very popular in Japan-it is estimated that 12
million people are involved, so the potential market is enormous. It appears that so far as
clothing, down equipment and tents are concerned, the Japanese rely on their own
manufacture or on imports from SE Asia. However, hardware is a different story, and the
Japanese tend to purchase high quality imports from Europe and the USA. They are
apparently much influenced in these purchases by the image created by the names of famous
climbers attached to particular brands of equipment. In the July issue (p 62), Dave Durkan
gives a brief review of some recent introductions of new gear into Europe. Some items of
interest mentioned are a new lightweight hollow karabiner by Salewa weighing only 43gm and
having a 2000kg breaking strain, a new waterproof breathing fabric, apparently Gore-Tex, of
which more below, a variety of chocks and nuts, and a new range of Stubai climbing tools.
The axes have a newly developed plastic shaft which is light, resistant to cold and of high
strength. In this connection, on the other side of the Atlantic, Lowe Alpine Systems have
introduced a new style of ice-axe with a tubular pick; it is claimed that this fractures ice inside
the tube while leaving ice around it virtually undisturbed.

An interesting recent development that has come about because of the scarcity and high
price of good quality down (the large and increasing demand inJapan must be an important
influence here) has been the appearance on the market of substitutes which attempt to rival
the properties of the real article rather than being poor copies of it. An example is the
'Eskimo' sleeping bag (produced by Vista Thermal Products Ltd, a subsidiary of Mountain
Equipment); this is made of VP 18, a synthetic deep pile fabric. Tests reported in Climber and
Rambler (September 1977, p 45) are impressive. In addition to being constructed of a new
insulating material, the bag is of an unusual design, being body-shaped, with a wide section at
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the top to contain the chest and arms and a narrow bottom part for the legs. It retails at
£37.80.

This bag comes with a bivouac shell made of the new waterproof fabric Gore-Tex which is
making its appearance in this country in a number of items. The material is a laminate made
up of a Gore-Tex teflon film with a suitable protective surface fabric and a backing material
where necessary. The film is the key to the fabric's capacity to 'breathe', since it contains
millions of microscopic pores which are claimed to allow the passage of water vapour but
which resist the transport of water in droplet form. Off Belay [)3) carries an article on the new
fabric and on some tests carried out on a variety of articles in which it is employed. Briefly,
their conclusions were that the product's properties had to be weighed against its high cost,
and that the extra expense should only be incurred if its special characteristics were needed;
they mention vapour transmission rates equivalent to Ventile and treated cotton but point out
that one must not expect miracles. The advantages of the capacity to breathe will only
manifest themselves if conditions are suitable; thus, if a tent is constructed of the material,
there will only be an outward transport ofwater if the exterior humidity is less than that inside
the tent. In the UK, Berghaus and Mountain Equipment (a cagoule at £29.64) are advertising
equipment in Gore-Tex.

It appears that a traditional mountaineering garment has made a come-back. Rohan
Designs, who introduced the salopettes mentioned in these pages last year, are retailing a
Norfolk jacket in 100% pure wool Harris tweed for £60 a time, and Climber and Rambler (April
1977, P 43) gives a general appraisal of the utility of these garments and praises the high
quality of this particular product. However, they see it as a piece of 'extravagant nostalgia'
rather than as a garment to wear on a wet Welsh rock-climb and suggest that its major use will
be in 'apn's-climbing' activities.

During the year 2 reviews of nuts and chocks have appeared. One was by Henri Agresti in
La Montagne et Alpinisme (J08 84), who considered 7 different makes. The other was by Carl
Magnusson (of Recreational Equipment, Inc; Off Belay 32 18) who carried out field tests on 82
types; photographs indicate how some of this extensive series of tests were carried out. The
same publication () 1 2) contains a report on a panel discussion on modern equipment for ski
mountaineering.

Other articles of interest appeared in Off Belay this year. Felice Pace () 1 14) reports OB the
use of yoga breathing exercises as a contribution towards training for high altitude climbing.
In an ascent of Mount McKinley in June 1975, he did 10-15 minutes of exercises each day,
usually in the evening. He experienced only one slight headache in the course of the 15-day
ascent from the Kahiltna glacier and reported a 'voracious appetite and excellent health'. The
author points out that the article was written to provoke investigation of techniques, rather
than to present proof of their efficacy. Another article in the same spirit [)3 2) by 2 doctors,
Kenneth Feldman and Paul Herndon, concerns a proposal for sustaining victims of high
altitude pulmonary oedema during lengthy evacuations from a mountain. Their idea is to use
an apparatus which results in 'positive expiratory pressure', ie in a slightly raised pressure in
the lungs on breathing out. This raised pressure would be equivalent to the removal of the
patient to lower altitude, which is of course the recommended procedure in such cases,
although not always possible for a variety of reasons. Analyses of the idea are given subse
quently by 3 other doctors well versed in high altitude medicine, who have a number of
criticisms to make. They question whether it would be possible to control the treatment
adequately in the field with the apparatus suggested and point out that the technique has only
been applied in cases of pulmonary oedema of non-altitude origins.

It was reported in July that the Leeds University's Department of Textile Industries was
establishing a section for outdoor pursuits clothing and equipment testing and-research. The
new testing and research service is being supported by the BMC, which maintains a consumer
interest in all clothing and equipment related to the sport. The Department of Textile
Industries was the venue for the 1977 BM C Trade Meeting on 20 July. The section carried out
some initial assessments of the new fibre pile fabric used in the 'Eskimo' sleeping bag
mentioned above.

A high-altitude pressure chamber for mountain rescue work in the Himalaya is being
tested in Nepal in autumn, 1977, at Pheriche close to Everest Base Camp. The chamber, which
is telescopic, is made of magnesium alloy, weighs only 72lb and can be operated by Sherpas.
It enables slight pressurization to be applied to sufferers from acute mountain sickness (the
equivalent of rapid descent to lower altitudes) and thus provides a dramatic relief for this
sometimes fatal condition.
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The world's biggest indoor anificial ski-slope wa erected in Olympia, London, for the 5th
Daily Mail Imemational Ski Show, 1977. As embled from SGB meta.l frameworks with ski
maning on a plywood deck, the undulating slope which descended from 45ft to ground level,
was over 8000ft' in area.

100 The Ski Slope at Olympia (Photo: SCB)

Science Notes
Peter 5lUbbs

1977

Electrics
La t autumn. at a meeting of the American Geophysical Union in San Franci co, scientists
finally linked together lightning flashes and the showers of energetic panicle rhat ca cade
perpetually on IQ th Earth's urface, co mic ray. As yet the fundamental problem of cloud
electrification remains a mystery. There are a number of theories as IQ how elenrical charge
becomes eparated into negative and positive components, and others as IQ how the positive
charge get carried upwards and the negative charge downwards. but none i wholly satisfac
tOry. A further problem i how a thunder-cloud generate enough electrical potential to
initiate a thunderbolt. It now appear that cosmic rays can take care of that problem. High
energy panicles from space, triking the top of the Eanh' atmosphere, cause frequent
osmic-ray showers of econdary panicle. As these pass through the atmosphere they ionize

the oxygen and nitrogen atoms, releasing fun her electron to accumulate at the cloud
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